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Abstract
Objectives: Enhancement of the effort estimation by using Fuzzy Logic with COCOMO-II Effort Multiplier and comparing 
BRE, RE, VAF. Methods/Statistical Analysis: For the cost estimation, fuzzy logic is used with three membership functions 
such as Triangular, Trepezoidal and Bell. Findings: The results show that all three membership functions vary by 1-2 % in 
the effort estimation where as if compared; COCOMO 2 Effort varies by 5-10 % from Fuzzy output. The traditional method 
consumes a lot of time and a lot of methods are non mathematical due to which the predicted results may be irrelevant. 
Application/Improvements: The work has been tested on 5 projects. When the parameters for triangular function are 
executed, values for embedded 1, semidetached 2 are enhanced as compare to organic, semi detached 1, embedded 2. After 
the evaluation of trapezoidal function, values of semidetached 1 and embedded 1 are more as compare to others. Same 
as before, the values for embedded 1 and semidetached 2 are more in Bell membership function. Slight improvement has 
been seen in organic value. Similarly, for COCOMO II the results have been obtained.
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1. Introduction

Software effort estimation refers to measuring total effort 
in order to make a project successful. The success of a 
project may depend upon the following aspects;1,2

i. The total time spent in creating the project.
ii. The total human resources applied in order to com-

plete the job.
iii. The quantity of the output.
There are various traditional methods of assessments of 
software effort. Some of the popular effort estimation 
techniques are:
i. Delphi technologies
ii. Three point estimation
iii. COCOMO-I and COCOMO-II Estimation3–5

The Delphi technique was based on surveys and 
information collected from the participants. The analy-
sis is done as relevant, semi-relevant and non-relevant 
basis. 

The three point technique is sort of work break down 
structure and in this, the entire project is broken in dif-
ferent segments for the analysis.6 There are three types of 
estimation which can be performed:
i. Optimistic estimation
ii. Most likely estimation
iii. Pessimistic estimation

1.1 The COCOMO Model
COCOMO stands for Constructive Cost Model and it 
was developed.7,8 It is used for the effort prediction based 
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on some mathematical calculations and it can be applied 
to three categories of projects.
i. Organic: Project completed by small and organized 

team.
ii. Semi-detached: Project accomplished by group mem-

ber who have a mixed experience.
iii. Embedded: Projects done with hard time schedule 

and constraints.
A lot of research workers have been used COCOMO 

as their primary tool to evaluate the effort of the projects. 
As per COCOMO, the effort is calculated by following 
formula:

 (1)

Where is the estimated size [generally lines 
of code (LOC)]

 &  are the constant and PM is the total months 
applied.

1.2 Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy Logic (FL) has been developed and the term fuzzy 
logic is introduced.9 The concept of FL was started with 
the concept of ‘Fuzzy Set Theory’ which is a class theory 
having un-sharp theories and taken as a classical set the-
ory extension.10 

An element x has membership of classical set B, as the 
universe X subset and is defined below:

 (2)

 (3)

The concept based on fuzzy logic has a direct con-
nection with fuzzy concepts, namely, linguistic variables, 
fuzzy sets etc. Fuzzy logic could be divided into three 
types, namely, 
i. Pure fuzzy logic, 
ii. Takagi and Sugeno Fuzzy System
iii. Fuzzy logic System with Fuzzifier and Defuzzifier

Following are the steps being used to apply Fuzzy 
logic as a model are:11

Step 1: Fuzzification
It can change the crisp I/P (Input) to fuzzy set.

Step 2:
a) Fuzzy Rule Based System

The system of fuzzy logic utilizes Fuzzy IF-THEN rules.
b) Fuzzy Inference Engine

When the crisp I/P values are fuzzified in linguistic 
value, the inference engine executes the fuzzy rule base 
for deriving the linguistic values for the subsequent and 
the O/P (Output) linguistic variables.12

Step 3: Defuzzification
It transforms the fuzzy O/P into crisp O/P.
The paper is organized in five sections. The first sec-

tion is the introduction part. Second section describes 
the problem statement. The third section is the proposed 
methodology followed by the fourth section which is the 
result evaluation. Fifth section is to conclude the entire 
paper with the directions for the future research workers.

2. Problem Statement

Software effort estimation is one of the key aspects to 
decide the success or failure of a project.13 A lot of research 
workers have used COCOMO as their primary evaluator 
but there are following constraints with COCOMO-I.14

i. Less mathematical representation for idol real data 
relationship.

ii. Less number of parameters.
Due to this lag, COCOMO-II started getting adopted 

by the scientists and research workers. COCOMO-II has 
more number of evaluation parameters which works 
mathematically. 

The problem of this research work is to enhance the 
effort estimation through COCOMO-II by adding Fuzzy 
Logic to it.

3. Proposed Methodology

As described in Section II, the proposed methodology 
would be enhancing the estimation technique by using 
Fuzzy logic to it.

3.1 COCOMO-II
COCOMO-II is a mathematical and idolized solution to 
evaluate the effort on a project. The following mathemati-
cal parameters have been utilized:
i. Required Software Reliability (RELY)

It’s an evaluation of the threshold of the extent up to 
which software must perform.15 
ii. Data Base Size Data 

It is a measure of data requirement for the proceeding.16
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iii. Product Complexity (CPLX)
The product complexity is divided into five sections:17

a) Control Operations CPLX
b) Computation Operation CPLX
c) Device Dependent  CPLX
d) Data Management CPLX
e) User Interface CPLX
iv. Required Reusability (RUSE)

This is the required extra effort to complete the project.18

v. Execution Time (TIME)
Total execution time of the project is calculated by the 

execution time.19

vi. Storage Constraints (STOR)
Total amount of storage required for the project can 

be termed as shown in Table 1.20

vi. Programmer Capability (PCAP)
It is a parameter which is affected by the programmer’s 

capability. It is influenced by the way a programmer’s capa-
bility. It is influenced by the way a programmer codes.21

vii. Language and Tool Experience (LTEX)
It is also dependent upon the developer’s tool experi-

ence and is shown in Table 2.22

viii. Multisite Development (SITE)
Ability to work on project from different places is 

called SITE.23

Table 1. Total Storage Amount
Very 
Low

Low Nominal High Very 
High

Extra 
High

STOR N/A N/A 50 % of 
storage

70 % 85 %

Table 2. LTEX development tool
Very Low Low Nominal High Very 

High
LTEX 2 months 6 months 1 year 3 years 6 +

Algorithm 1: Effort COCOMO-II (Evaluate 
COCOMO-II Effort (Cost Drivers)
// This algorithm evaluates the effort using COCOMO-II.
//  The input to this algorithm is the cost drivers used in 

the project.
cost_drivers=Input .Data [Project_Data]    // Reading the 
cost drivers

effort_drivers_COCOMO-II=1 //  Initializing the effort 
multiplier to 0.

E f f o r t _ m u l t i p l i e r _ C O C O M O - I I =

A=2.45;  // Initializing Constants
B=1.01;
Size =Cost_driver (size);  //  Fetching size from 

cost driver

 (4)

 (5)

Effort COCOMO-II = COCOMO-II effort
End function

3.2 Data Set
The dataset used to evaluate this project has 

been from promise.site.vottawa.ca/SErepository/dataset/
cocomonasa_2.arff. This data set contains records of 
14 different years, starting from 1971 and ending at 
1987.

The dataset evaluates the effort of 152 hours.

3.3 The Fuzzy Application
Fuzzy Logic is a rule based architecture which runs on 
binary pattern. It has Input set, associated with rule-sets 
based on the membership function. There are three mem-
bership functions which has been utilized in the proposed 
architecture.

3.3.1 The Triangular Membership Function
It has one maxima and two minima points as shown in 
Figure 1.24

There are two minima points and the shape is also tri-
angular.25

3.3.2 The Trapezoidal Membership Function
The trapezoidal membership function attains the follow-
ing shape as depicted in Figure 2:26,27

3.3.3 Bell Membership Function
Bell Membership function is similar to that of Gaussian 
Membership Function as shown in Figure 3.28,29 
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Figure 1. Triangular Membership function.
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Figure 2. Trapezoidal Membership function.
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Figure 3. Bell Membership function.

Algorithm 2: Function generate rule sets (type, time, 
cpixy, PCAP, RUSE, site, rely, stor)
//  This algorithm generates the ruleset for the type of 

membership function provided to it.
//  The input set takes the types of membership function.
If (type==1)

// Mean triangular membership function will be selected.
i. Effort would be least
If (((cplxy<0.33) && timey<1) &&   (rusey > 0.66 && 
pcapy > 0.66&& sitey >0) &&(rely<0. 33 && story<=0.33))
ii. Effort would be moderate
If (((cplxy<0.50) && cplxy>0.33) &&   (timey < 1.5 && 
timey > 1))&&(rusey>0.66 &&pcapy 0.66 && sitey>0) 
&& ((relyy<0. 50&&rely>0.33) && (story <=0.50 && 
story>0.33))
iii. Effort would be maximum
If (((cplxy<0.0) && timey<1.5) && (rusey > 0.66 && pcapy 
> 0.66&& sitey >0) &&(rely<0. 0.60 && story>=0.60))
If (type==2)
i. Effort would be least
If (((cplxy<0.33) && timey<1) &&   (rusey > 0.66 || pcapy 
> 0.66 && sitey >0) &&(rely<0. 33 && story<=0.33))
ii. Effort would be moderate
If (((cplxy<0.50) && cplxy>0.33) &&   (timey <1.5|| timey 
> 1)) && (rusey > 0.66) && (pcapy>0.66 && sitey>0) 
&& ((relyy<.50 && relyy>0.33) && (story<=0.50&& 
story>0.33))
iii. Effort would be maximum
if ((( cplxy<.0) &&timey<1.5) && (rusey>0.66 || pcapy> 
0.66 && sitey>0) && (relyy>0.60 && story>=.060)) 
Else
iv. Effort would be least
if (((cplxy<.40)&&timey<1.2) &&(rusey==0.66 
|| pcapy==0.66 &&sitey>0)&&(relyy<0.33 && 
story<=0.33))
v. Effort would be moderate
if (((cplxy<.50 && cplxy>.40)&&(timey==1.5 )) 
&&(rusey>0.76 &&pcapy>0.66 &&sitey>0)&&((relyy<.50 
&& relyy>.33) && (story<=0.50&& story>0.33)) 
vi. Effort would be maximum
If (((cplxy<.0) &&timey<1.5) &&(rusey>0.89 || 
pcapy>0.66 &&sitey>0)&&(relyy>0.60 && story>=0.60)) 

Based on the rule sets, the effort through fuzzy logic 
has been calculated.

The following equations have been utilized to calcu-
late the effort multiplier and cost.
Effort Multiplier= 

Effort= 
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A part from the Effort, the following parameters has 
been also evaluated.
i. Variance Accounted For (VAF)

% VAF = var( )1 100
var( )

Measured Effort Estimated Effort
Measured Effort

 −
− × 

 

ii. Mean Absolute Relative Error (MARE) 

% MARE = mean
( ) 100

( )
abs Measured Effort Estimated Effort

Measured Effort
 −

× 
 

iii. Variance Absolute Relative Error (VARE) 

% VARE = var ( ) 100
( )

abs Measured Effort Estimated Effort
Measured Effort

 −
× 

 

iv. Prediction (n)
Prediction at level n is defined as the % of projects that 

have absolute relative error less than n.
v. Balance Relative Error (BRE)

BRE =
ˆ

ˆmin( , )

E E

E E

−

Where E = Estimated Effort, Ê  =Actual Effort.

Absolute Relative Error (RE)= 
ˆE E

E

−

A model which gives higher VAF is better than that 
which gives lower VAF. A model which gives higher 
Pred(n) is better than that which gives lower Pred(n). A 
model which gives lower MARE is better than that which 
gives higher MARE. A model which gives lower VARE 
is better than that which gives higher VARE. A model 
which gives lower BRE is better than that which gives 
higher BRE.

4. Results and Simulation

The following simulation results have been evaluated.
As discussed in the previous sections of the paper, 

three types of membership functions, triangular, trap-

Table 3. Parameters for Triangular function
VAF MARE VARE RE BRE AE BRE

Semidetached 1 42.4674 57.5326 57.5326 0.36521 0.57533 25.2 39.698
Organic 50.0024 49.9976 49.9976 0.9999 0.9999 150 75.003
Semidetached 2 63.3888 36.6112 36.6112 0.268 0.36611 432 590.16
Embedded 1 63.1024 36.8976 36.8976 0.26953 0.369898 409 559.912
Embedded 2 74.0769 25.9231 25.9231 0.20586 0.25923 38 47.85

Table 4. Parameters for Trapezoidal function
VAF MARE VARE RE BRE AE BRE

Semidetached 1 42.4678 57.5352 57.5352 0.36522 0.57535 25.2 39.698
Organic 50.00.33 49.9967 49.9967 0.99987 0.99987 150 75.004
Semidetached 2 63.3865 36.6135 36.6135 0.26801 0.36614 432 590.17
Embedded 1 63.1001 36.8999 36.8999 0.26954 0.369 409 559.92
Embedded 2 74.0748 25.9252 25.9252 0.20588 0.25925 38 47.851

Table 5. Parameters for Bellfunction
VAF MARE VARE RE BRE AE BRE

Semidetached 1 42.4952 57.5048 57.5048 0.3651 0.57505 25.2 39.691
Organic 49.9936 50.0064 50.0064 1.003 1.003 150 74.99
Semidetached 2 63.4129 36.5871 36.5871 0.26787 0.36587 432 590.056
Embedded 1 63.1266 36.8734 36.8734 0.2694 0.36873 409 559.812
Embedded 2 74.0991 25.9009 25.9009 0.20572 0.25901 38 47.842
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ezoidal and bell membership function has been used. 
Results have been evaluated using the same.

The evaluation has been done on the basis of 5 tested 
projects. More projects could have been also evaluated 
but it would have been a little difficult for one paper to 
represent all the results for more than 10 projects. Table 3 
and Figure 4 represent the comparison of the parameters 
for the triangular function.

Figure 4. Parameters for Triangular function.

Figure 5. Parameters for Trapezoidal function.

Figure 6. Parameters of Bell membership function.

The same parameters have been used for the evalu-
ation of trapezoidal function also. Table 4 and Figure 
5 represent the comparison of the parameters for the 
trapezoidal function. The only difference is that, it uses 
trapezoidal membership function.

The same parameters have been used for the evalua-
tion of bell function also. Table 5 and Figure 6 represent 
the comparison of the parameters for the trapezoidal func-
tion. The only difference is that, it uses bell membership 
function instead of trapezoidal membership function. 

Table 6 and Figure 7 represent the comparison of 
the parameters of COCOMO II. In the above figure 
there are five different types of projects are used and 
we calculate and compare the parameters among of 
all types. The total effort has also been calculated for 
Fuzzy and Cocomo 2. The following figure represents 
the effort comparison for COCOMO 2 and FUZZY 
model.

Figure 8 represents the Effort plotted against differ-
ent sets of data. The tabular results show the comparison 
between the COCOMO2 effort and the effort calculated 
by the Fuzzy models.

Table 6. Parameters of COCOMO II

VAF MARE VARE RE BRE AE ESE
Semidetached 1 36.699 63.301 63.301 0.63301 0.38763 25.2 41.151
Organi 51.8334 48.1666 48.1666 0.92926 0.92926 150 77.75
Semidetached 2 58.3865 41.6135 41.6135 0.41614 0.29385 432 611.77
Embeded 1 58.0896 41.9104 41.9104 0.4191 0.29533 409 580.41
Embeded 2 69.466 30.534 30.534 0.30534 0.23392 38 49.6
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Figure 7. Parameters of COCOMO II.

Figure 8. Effort plotted against algorithms.

5. Conclusion

Software effort estimation is one of the most comprehen-
sive and required operations in order to judge whether 
the project is going to succeed or not. The proposed 
algorithm has opted Fuzzy logic for the cost estimation 
and three membership functions namely Triangular, 
Trapezoidal and Bell. A lot of parameters including Effort 
Multiplier, BRE, RE, VAF have also been computed to 
compare the results. 3 series of rule sets has been used 
to evaluate the Fuzzy outcome. The results show that all 
three membership functions vary by 1-2 % in the effort 
estimation where as if compared; COCOMO 2 Effort var-
ies by 5-10 % from Fuzzy output. The current research 
work has opened a lot of aspects for the future research 
workers. The future research workers may add more rules 
to the fuzzy member ship function. Gaussian Membership 
function can also be tried. It would be also interesting to 

see how Artificial Intelligence affects the process. The 
dataset used in this procedure has been adapted from 
NASA. Other datasets can also be tried and tested.
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